






Howdy, Texans!

With Pride festivities now on-hold until Dallas presents their ginormous 2009 Alan Ross 
Texas Freedom Parade on September 20, we can direct our content to other significant 
pop culture items of  interest to each and every one of  you.  Items such as the Chris Allen 
interview of  songbird, snappy dresser and all-around GLBT supporter Kristine W, who 
started life last century as a Miss Washington of  1981 that went on to earn a scholar-
ship and the honor of  being a preliminary swimsuit winner in the 1982 Miss America 
pageant.  And for the one or two of  you that aren’t sure, that’s the real girl Miss America 
pageant, not the one they have in Memphis or St. Louis every year.  The chic chanteuse 
spent several years performing in Las Vegas, before ultimately signing with RCA Re-
cords in the early 90’s.  Since then, she’s released six albums, had thirteen number one 
dance singles and is almost ubiquitous at Pride and gay-themed celebrations and events 
worldwide.  We’re naturally delighted that Chris and Kristine could get together for a 
little nosh and conversation.

In addition to Kristine, we’ve also got an intriguing interview (that includes the requi-
site hot and almost-naked men) with the Father of  the Gay Hook-up, Jonathan Crutch-
ley.  He, to that same one or two that I addressed earlier, is one of  the founders of  the 
world’s largest GLBT-targeted online sites, Manhunt.net and, since its first hook-up on 
April Fools Day in 2002, has steered - with his partner Larry Basile - the site to versions 
available in English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Japanese and German. So, each and 
every time you make a date on Manhunt, say a little silent thanks to Jonathan for making 
it possible.

As if  all of  that’s not enough, we have a very special feature on the history of  the Silver 
Dollar Saloon in San Antonio that includes plans for the club’s future in its new location.  
For almost a quarter-century, the Dollar was one of  the most popular GLBT bars in the 
Alamo City, and its move to new digs is definitely a note-worthy event.

Finally we’ve got our renowned This Week’s Tea feature, which This Week includes pho-
to coverage of  San Antonio Pride and the Male Uwear package parade at Meteor; our 
infamous TWT Files, which add just a pinch of  spice to your day or night; Chris Allen’s 
Groovelines which, This Week, instructs how to and how not to behave when in the pres-
ence of  a mixologist; and This Week’s Best Bets, Ask the Man and ‘Scopes features 
which, when combined and used as learning tools, is virtually guaranteed to not only 
tell you what you as a GLBT person should be doing, but how and when you should be 
doing it.

All of  that, fellow Texans, in a four color glossy format that even looks good on your cof-
fee table!

Until next week….we’re This Week in Texas!
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